We give a solution to an ice melting cylindrical problem using the "modified variable time step method", earlier suggested by the author. New numerical techniques are proposed for the one-dimensional melting problem. The numerical results are obtained for the position of the moving boundary, time and temperatures.
Introduction
A variety of diffusion problems with moving boundaries are described in Ockendon and Hodgkins [23] , where we observe that analytical solutions are possible for some problems and arise when there is a singularity in the region of solution or on the boundary. Fox in [14, 23] mentions the need for a short time analytical solution in the case of discontinuous agreement of initial and boundary conditions. But the general approach should be necessarily numerical. Existence of solution was proved by Evans [13] , while the uniqueness was proved by Douglas [11] . Crank [9] discusses finite difference methods for the classical one-dimensional diffusion problem, which include variable space steps and variable time steps and a change of space variable to fix the moving boundary. Other methods for the numerical solution of one-dimensional problem with moving boundary problems are compared by Furzeland [16] . More references to this problem may be found in the thesis numerical methods for solving one-dimensional problems with a moving boundary [2] , in the thesis moving boundary value problems [5] and in [15, 23] . Several numerical methods have been developed to solve Stefan problems. Crank [10] provides a good introduction to the Stefan problems and presents an elaborate collection of numerical methods used for these problems. Murray and Landis [22] compared an adapted grid procedure with a fixed grid and showed that the adaptive grid method captures more accurately the interface position, whereas the fixed grid algorithm gives a more precise heat distribution in the whole domain. However, such problems are highly nonlinear and their exact solutions seem to be inconceivable except in some very simple cases. The exact solutions of the one-dimensional Stefan problems have been surveyed by Hill [17] . Asaithambi [1] used a coordinate transformation, a fixed time step and solved a system of initial-value problems for each time level. Both these methods where illustrated by solving a Stefan problem involving a Dirichlet condition at the fixed boundary. Kutluay and Esen [12] applied an enthalpy formulation based on suitable finite difference approximations to one-dimensional Stefan problem with a Neumann condition at the fixed boundary, suggested by Hoffmann [18] . Kutluay and Esen [21] present a numerical scheme based on an isotherm migration formulation for one-dimensional, one-phase Stefan problem with a time dependent Neumann condition on the fixed boundary and a constant Dirichlet condition on the moving boundary. Caldwell and Kwan [7] , describe and compare several effective methods for the numerical solution of one-dimensional Stefan problems for simple geometries including plane, cylindrical and spherical ones. Kutluay [20] applied variable space grid and boundary immobilization techniques based on the explicit finite difference to the one-phase Stefan-like problems with forcing term. Caldwell and Kwan [8] developed starting solutions for the boundary immobilization method (BIM) for outward spherical and cylindrical solidifications. The positions of the moving boundary, obtained by the method, are compared with those obtained by the perturbation method. Javierre, Vuik, Vermolen and Zwaag [19] , presented a critical comparison of suitability of several numerical methods, level set, moving grid and phase field model, to address two well known Stefan problems in phase transformation studies: melting of pure phase and diffusional solid state phase transformation in a binary system. More recently, a method dealing with the one-dimensional Stefan problem is developed in [3, 4, 6] . In the present paper we describe a numerical solution to an ice melting cylindrical problem using a new techniques in the modified variable time step method.
Cylindrical problem
The nondimensional form of the heat conduction equation in three dimensions is u t = ∇ 2 u which, in cylindrical polar coordinates (x, θ, z) is
For simplicity, assuming that u is independent of z, this reduces to the two-dimensional equation
Finally, assuming that u is independent of θ, this leads to the simplest equation with cylindrical symmetry
where x is the radial space variable. There may be difficulties at the point x = 0, which we shall consider.
Method of solution
In the variable time step method we subdivided the whole region into a fixed space grid for all times, but choose each time step that the moving boundary coincides with a grid line in space at each time level. Let us suppose that during time t j , the boundary has moved a distance j.δx in successive time steps of δt r , r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j − 1, δt r being the time taken by the boundary to move a distance δx from its position x r = r.δx to x +1 = (r + 1)δx.
We assume that the values u(x i , t j ) are known. We wish to find δt j where t j+1 = t j + δt j such that the boundary moves a distance δx during that time.
This method has been proposed with the aim of avoiding the increased complication and loss of accuracy associated with unequal space intervals near the moving boundary. Finally u(x i , t j+1 ) may be computed by standard finite difference methods. The δt j is improved using one of the following four different formula for calculating the time, proved in [6] .
Finite difference representation of the equation (2.3)
There is an apparent difficulty in representing the term ∂u x∂x at x = 0, but this is eliminated by noting that there is symmetry about the line x = 0 i.e., u(x) = u(−x). Hence, we can assume an expansion about
Thus at x = 0, ∂u x∂x = ∂ 2 u ∂x 2 and the equation is
The backward finite difference representation is
and
This leads to u 0,t − u 0,t−δt = 4k(u 1,t − u 0,t ) (2.10)
Singularity
Consider
This has a singularity when x = 0, provided du dx = 0 at x = 0 taking the case
12)
with solution
where a, b are constants. Hence, u −→ ∞ as x −→ 0 and this can cause a difficulty, with inaccurate approximations for small x.
Two cylindrical problems
We consider a unit cylinder at a temperature greater than zero and the ice either outside or inside the cylinder. Thus, we have two distinct problems.
Ice outside cylinder
The equation is
with initial conditions (t = 0), u = 0, x > 1 and boundary conditions:
-on the fixed boundary (x = 1)
-on the moving boundary (x = s(t) > 1)
In the solution to a cylindrical problem, the same condition employed in the cartesian problem solved in [6] was used, hence the following implicit formula can be utilized
i.e.,
( i.e.,
For melting ice outside the unit cylinder (1 ≤ x, see Figure 1 ). The point 0, 0 corresponds to t = 0, x = 1. The point i, j corresponds to x = 1 + i δx, t = j δt. The equation is
where k n = δt n j (δx) 2 , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , j and n denotes n th iteration
on the boundary u = 0 and so u 0,0 = 0, u 1,1 = 0, and etc (see Figure 2) . Also u 0,1 = δx.
Ice inside cylinder
with initial conditions (t = 0), u = 0, x < 1 and boundary conditions:
-on the fixed boundary (x = 1) -on the moving boundary (x = s(t) < 1)
For melting ice inside the unit cylinder (see Figure 3) we have: the point 0, 0 corresponds to x = 1, t = 0. the point i, j corresponds to
12) i = 0, 1 δx changes slope when i = 1 δx , i.e., j = 1 δx − 1, the same conditions for the initial value as for outside the cylinder.
Other numerical methods
Another technique which has been used to solve the cylindrical problem is to apply Douglas formula, see [5, 6] , with central differences for the space derivatives and forward difference for the time derivative. The finite difference replacement of (2.11) may then be written as:
Numerical solution to cylindrical problems
The computation and the permitted error are the same as in the Cartesian problem. Each computation has been made until the boundary s = 1 is reached.
An error of 0.5% has been allowed in the calculation of δt i.e., we iterate until two successive values of δt differ by not more than 0.5%. The iterations are required with δx = 0.01 and δx = 0.1. Various results are given in Tables 1-8 using this method and a new replacement of (2.11) is given as in (3.7), (3.8), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14). Furthermore, in all our methods we solve the problems by using one of the four formula (2.4)-(2.7) for δt. Figure 4 shows the position of the moving boundary, as calculated by this method and δx = 0.01. Figure 5 shows the temperature on fixed surface x = 0, increases with time as expected and δx = 0.01. 
Boundary s(t) Time t
Outside cylinder using the techniques described in (3.1) Inside cylinder using the techniques described in (3.2) Surface temperature u(0,t )
Time t
Outside cylinder using the techniques described in (3.1) Inside cylinder using the techniques described in (3.2) Figure 5 : Temperature at fixed surface versus time.
Conclusion
We presented a modified variable time step method for solving the one-dimensional melting problem. As a conclusion, the standard finite difference method is accurate and efficient to solve one-dimensional melting problem in internal and external cylindrical geometry. This method is far superior in his ability to produce highly accurate s(t) moving boundary or u(x, t) values of the temperature distribution of the cylindrical problem. Note that the results obtained by the present method are excellent. Tables 1-4 show the values of the temperature distribution of the cylindrical problem (outside cylinder) using the techniques described in 3.1 and 3.3 for the indicated values of t obtained by the present method. Tables 5-8 show the values of the temperature distribution of the cylindrical problem (inside cylinder) using the techniques described in 3.2 and 3.3 for the indicated values of t obtained by the present method. Table 1 : Comparison of time step δtj, t time, n iteration number and the surface temperature u(0, t) using the techniques described in 3.1 in solving cylindrical problem (outside cylinder). The upper entry corresponds to δtj calculated by (2.4), the second by (2.5), the third by (2.6) and the lower by (2.7), δx = 0.01. Table 2 : Comparison of time step δtj, t time, n iteration number and the surface temperature u(0, t) using the techniques described in 3.1 in solving cylindrical problem (outside cylinder). The upper entry corresponds to δtj calculated by (2.4), the second by (2.5), the third by (2.6) and the lower by (2.7)), δx = 0.1. Table 3 : Comparison of time step δtj, t time, n iteration number and the surface temperature u(0, t) using the techniques described in 3.3 in solving cylindrical problem (outside cylinder). The upper entry corresponds to δtj calculated by (2.4), the second by (2.5), the third by (2.6) and the lower by (2.7), δx = 0.01. Table 7 : Comparison of time step δtj, t time, n iteration number and the surface temperature u(0, t) using the techniques described in 3.3 in solving cylindrical problem (inside cylinder). The upper entry corresponds to δtj calculated by (2.4), the second by (2.5), the third by (2.6) and the lower by (2.7), δx = 0.01. Table 8 : Comparison of time step δtj, t time, n iteration number and the surface temperature u(0, t) using the techniques described in 3.3 in solving cylindrical problem (inside cylinder). The upper entry corresponds to δtj calculated by (2.4), the second by (2.5), the third by (2.6) and the lower by (2.7), δx = 0.1.
